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TrafﬁcEnterprise
Convert any camera network to
real-time trafﬁc intelligence for smart
cities of tomorrow.
The sixth trafﬁc sense running on in-house AI servers.
Turn your city cameras into a cooperative smart network.
Discover the visual solver for all trafﬁc tasks with a fully
interactive interface. Become a designer of all trafﬁc
automations you need.

Makes
cameras collaborative

For all
trafﬁc tasks

Full control
in all aspects

The most advanced trafﬁc AI works au-

Trafﬁc monitoring, parking management,

Deployable on AI city servers. Features

tomatically across all video streams and

incident detection, security and much

open API for easy integration with other

computes deep trafﬁc metrics in true

more. The trafﬁc brain can be easily con-

city platforms. No cloud, all in the house.

real-time. This all from hundreds of cam-

ﬁgured via a visual interface to give you

The one trafﬁc analytic solution that

eras from anywhere on one platform.

insight to any situation, in no time!

smart cities love (GDPR compliant).
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01. FO R ANY T R AFF IC AP PL IC ATION

Collaborative trafﬁc intelligence
Automatically detect objects, categorize them into 8
classes and analyze their motion in detail. Take a deeper
look into the speed and passage time, recognize colors or
read license plates on a large scale. Convert your camera network into a collaborative environment to tackle
various trafﬁc incidents, parking problems, or trafﬁc jams.
The possibilities are endless.

0 2. POWERE D BY FLOW

Wire the trafﬁc
Deﬁne your trafﬁc brain interactively with a unique visual
trafﬁc language: FLOW. Just drag and drop the right
trafﬁc operators or analytical modules and wire them to
extract the trafﬁc knowledge you need. In the same way,
turn the extracted knowledge to trafﬁc actions or share
it without any delay. Have a complete overview of the
situation while being able to drill-down to the slightest
detail effortlessly.

03. INTE R ACT IV E DATA V ISUA LIZ ATION

Understand the movements
Get all the insight to the trafﬁc movements with fully
customized dashboards. Combine various interactive,
intuitive, and easy to use widgets for visualizing and analyzing trafﬁc data in many forms including charts, graphics, images, numbers and tables. Auto-generate complex
statistics and trafﬁc reports in a few clicks for actionable
decision-making.

FREE SUPPORT

datafromsky.com

for TrafﬁcEnterprise software during
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the life cycle of the product.
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